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The events occurring between glutamate and PACAP
Dexras1 Defines a Path release from the ipRGC and ERK1/2 activation in the
SCN have, until now, been poorly understood. In this
issue of Neuron, Cheng et al. (2004) have focused atten-
tion on Dexras1, guanine nucleotide exchange factor,The signaling pathways by which light and activity shift
and ligand-independent activator of Gi/o  subunits. Ge-the circadian clock are not well understood. In this
nomic analysis identified Dexras1 as one of small num-issue of Neuron, Cheng et al. analyze mice lacking
ber of transcripts that are (1) highly enriched in the su-Dexras1 (a Ras family GTPase protein) and demon-
prachiasmatic nucleus of the SCN and (2) show diurnallystrate an important role for Gi/o signaling mediating rhythmic expression—two hallmarks of genes poten-both photic and nonphotic phase shifts of the circa-
tially involved in circadian physiology. Dexras1 is partic-dian clock.
ularly intriguing, as it is known to be activated following
NMDA stimulation. After generating a targeted loss-of-
The 25-year-old “Eskinogram” (Eskin, 1979) (Figure 1) function allele, the investigators studied in vivo behav-
is a simple and remarkably useful heuristic for under- ioral physiology and ex vivo electrophysiology of the
standing the circadian timekeeping system. It has only SCN in mutant mice. Behaviorally, dexras1/ mice retain
three components—input, clock mechanism, and out- self-sustained circadian rhythms (with a free-running
put—but encapsulates several fundamental concepts in period a little shorter than wild-type) but cannot entrain
circadian timekeeping. The core clock mechanism is their rhythms to dim light-dark cycles and show reduced
discrete, both anatomically and genetically; the input phase shifting in response to transient light stimuli. The
mechanism is also discrete, separate from the core time- authors correlate reduced light sensitivity with reduced
keeping mechanism, and the same clock mechanism SCN ERK1/2 activation. Ex vivo, the electrical activity of
influences many “outputs,” including sleep and wake- the SCN can be phase shifted by NMDA administration.
fulness, hormone secretion, and activity rhythms. For SCN from dextras1/ mice showed reduced phase shift-
circadian researchers, it is our central dogma, and like ing in response to NMDA. Since Dexras1 appears to
molecular biology’s central dogma, nearly every possi- have biochemical guanine exchange activity for Gi/o, the
bly modification to this schematic has also proven true— investigators examined the effect of blocking Gi/o (with
clock gating of input pathways, clock output feeding pertussis toxin [PTX]) in wild-type and dexras1/ mice.
back on the clock mechanism, input mechanisms affect- The results are striking: PTX partially blocks NMDA-
ing output without the clock—but the core heuristic re- induced phase shifts in the SCN in wild-type animals,
tains its essential truth. but has no effect in dexras1/ mice; indeed, in the pres-
In the past decade, progress has been made in under- ence of PTX, wild-type and mutant mice have identical
standing both input to the circadian clock and the core phase shifting amplitudes. These results now illuminate
clock mechanism itself in mammals. (Output remains postsynaptic events following ipRGC activation. NMDA-
relatively mysterious, although several important genes induced phase delays of the clock are mediated through
in the pathway have recently been identified.) Photic two separate pathways, one requiring Gi/o activation and
Dexras1 function, and the other independent.input originates primarily from a dedicated class of non-
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Figure 1. Illuminating the Clock
(Top) The Eskinogram, with the interface be-
tween clock input and core mechanism high-
lighted. (Bottom) Mechanistic basis of photic
and nonphotic input to the suprachiasmatic
nucleus. Glutamate and PACAP release from
intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion
cells (ipRGC) stimulates Dexras1/Gi/o-depen-
dent and -independent signaling pathways,
which leads to transient Per gene transcrip-
tion, likely via a MAPK/ERK-dependent path-
way. Nonphotic input from the intergeniculate
leaflet (IGL) also signals, at least in part,
through a Gi/o-dependent mechanism; thus
Gi/o serves as the integration point for multiple
environmental signals to the clock (Chang
and Reppert, 2001; Chen et al., 1999; Eskin,
1979; Graham et al., 2002; Hattar et al., 2002;
Panda et al., 2003; Takahashi et al., 2003;
Tischkau et al., 2003).
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The work of Cheng et al. has opened up this portion lette, M.U. (2003). J. Biol. Chem. 278, 718–723.
of the Eskinogram to analysis. These results provide the
framework for the next set of experimental questions:
What is the molecular basis of the Dexras1/Gi/o-indepen-
dent pathway? Does clock control of Dexras1 expres-
sion contribute to the shape of the photic phase re-
sponse curve? Does PACAP signaling (which signifi-
cantly modulates the glutamate signal from the ipRGC)
require Dexras1 function? What are the molecular steps
between Gi/o activation and ERK activation? And finally,
might the Dexras1-dependent pathway be a potential
drug target for the long-sought “jet-lag pill”?
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